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Goettingen, July 3rd 2013
Dear participants of the MCnet summer school,
a little while ago you registered for participation in the MCnet summer
school on Monte Carlo event generators. We are very happy to inform you that
you are admitted to the school and we look forward welcoming you in
Goettingen soon.
The school starting in roughly a month already we would like to give you
some first practical information on your arrival and stay here. The official
school programme starts Monday 5th 2pm. The Mariaspring school site and so
the registration desk will be open from around 10am. We can not offer
accomodation on the site before or after the school. In case you arrive earlier
and leave after Friday 9th you will have to organise accomodation for the
respective nights yourself. A list of recommended hotels in Goettingen is
given below.
The Mariaspring school site is a good ten kilometers outside the city of
Goettingen, situated nicely just below the Plesse castle. Its address is
Heimvolkshochschule Mariaspring
Rauschenwasser 78
37120 Bovenden
From the
There is
front of
10:47 am
bus stop

Goettingen main station it can be reached either by bus or by cab.
a direct bus line, number 185, that leaves from bus platform C in
the main station. For arrival on Monday there are buses leaving at
and 12:47 am that arrive roughly 20min later in front of school site,
Eddigehausen−Mariaspring. Tickets can be purchased from the driver.

If you arrive earlier or in between these two buses we recommend to use a taxi
instead. We might offer a minibus shuttle from the main station if needed.
For our planing please indicate your approximate arrival time in this doodle
poll:

That’s it for today. We will send a second bulletin soon with details on the
virtual machine setup for the tutorials and some more pratical information for
your stay here.
In case you need any assistance or help with setting up your travel or stay
here, please do not hesitate to ask, either in reply to this email or under
school@montecarlonet.org.
We are very much looking forward to the school and having all of you you
here in Goettingen soon.
All the best,
Steffen Schumann (local organizer)
Hotel Kasseler Hof, rather cheap (http://www.kasselerhof.de/)
Hotel Stadt Hannover, close to the station (http://www.hotelstadthannover.de/eng
lish/)
Intercity Hotel, just behind the station (http://www.intercityhotel.com/en/goett
ingen)
Hotel Central, in the middle of town (http://www.hotel−central.com/en/)
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